
Two New EDC Speedloaders for 6-Shot K-Frame Revolvers 
 
The revolver remains one of the more trusted pieces of hardware for concealed carry. But keeping the 
cylinder fed remains a challenge. To help keep your revolver loaded, Zeta Industries introduces two 
new speedloaders for K-frame size revolvers. The hexagon shaped K-CLIP™ speedloader and the 
trapezoid shaped K-PAK™ offset speedstrip.  zetasix.com 
 
Zeta6™ K-CLIP™ is a hexagon shaped speedloader that 
arranges all six rounds in a circular pattern for fast reloading. 
Unlike traditional rigid speedloaders, K-CLIP is small - as 
small as one can make a one-shot speedloader, with no 
knobs or buttons, making it great for everyday carry. The 
thin, flexible polyethylene material allows the cartridges to 
flex and conform when in a pocket yet align the rounds 
perfectly when reloading the revolver. 
 
"K-CLIP is modeled after our popular J-CLIP™ but 
redesigned for 6-shot D- and K-frame size revolvers" says 
Michael Lyle, product designer. “As with our popular J-CLIP, we want to offer the smallest and most 
comfortable EDC speedloader product for one-step reloading. With the recent reintroduction of 
medium-frame, 6-shot revolvers like the Kimber K6s, Colt Cobra/King Cobra, and the Taurus 856 as 
EDC defensive-carry options, we are endeavoring to provide better reload solutions than is currently 
available in the marketplace.” 
 
Zeta6™ K-PAK™ is a trapezoid shaped speedloader that 
arranges six rounds into two equal three-round arcs. Unlike 
traditional rigid speedloaders, K-PAK is narrow and flexible, 
allowing comfortable concealed carry in any pocket. 
 
“The inspiration for this design was the moon clip, used 
since the early 20th century to quickly reload revolvers.”, 
continues Lyle. “We wanted to make a speedloader 
completely symmetrical, so the user would not have to think 
about orientation. For this reason, we pointed the two 
half-round moon clip patterns in opposite directions creating something that we call an offset 
speedstrip.” 
 
Both K-CLIP and K-PAK work well in 6-shot, K-frame revolvers chambered in .38 SP/.357 Magnum 
including Smith and Wesson, Kimber, Taurus, and D-frame Colt models. Both speedloaders come in 
2-packs and retail for $11.95.  
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